






FIE IN THE SKY WHEN YOU DIE

Once upon a time there was a Big Jew in the stock. It was just tough luck that the Romans found
sky. He had only one son, whom he caded Little out the stock was worthless, so the salesmen were
Jew. A depression was underway in the sky, and fed to the lions,

things were pretty doggone tough for Big Jew and
Little Jew. They looked enviously down at Earth, But the Jews weren’t downhearted. “Now we’re
and saw that people there seemed to be getting a- really in business l” exulted the Chief Rabbi. “Mar-
long okay. tyrs! Get it?” He nudged the other directors.

“Little Jew,” said Big Jew, “I kir.da hate to ask
you to do this, but would you go down there and
ask those folks to give us some drippin’s so’s I can
make some com meal gravy?”

“Sure, Pa,” piped Little Jew, and off he went.
By sheer luck he landed plop in the m :ddle of Pal-
estine, which may seem like a little place to folks

who are interested in geography, but actually this

homeland of the Jews was big, Big, BIGG — bigger,
probably than even Texas. Away off in a little cor-

ner of the world was a tiny state known as the

Roman Empire. We know this because it has been
written down that way in the Bible.

Little Jew decided that the best way to lick the
depression in the sky was a Share-the-Wealth Plan,

so he called the Jews, around him, and said, “Give
all that thou hast to Big Jew in the sky.”

The Jews hooted derisively, threw some rotten

tomatoes at Little Jew, and went on about their

business, which was the money business. It also

was their religion, and they had a temple, known
as the Stock Exchange, where they met on the

Sabbath and sold each other counterfeit money and
watered stocks and bonds.

Little Jew didn’t like to be made fun of, so he
went down there on the Sabbath and kicked over
the money-tables. This was going too far. The
Jews called some Roman cops over to hold Little

Jew while they nailed, him to the nearest telephone-

pole, and off he went, back to Big Jew in the sky.

After he left, business began to slow down, and
one of the Jews had an idea. “Say, remember
that little KIKE we nailed up a while back?” he
asked. “He attracted a lot of attention, and we
ought to be able to do something with that publicity.

Let’s get the Elders of Zion to back us in a hew
enterprise. We’ll call it ‘Jewanity.’ and name_Big
Jew as Chairman of the Board and Little Jew as

President, but we won’t give them any voting stock.

We can sell shares to all the dumb gentiles.”

Nobody else had any new ideas, so they agreed
to give it a whirl. They printed up some beautiful

shares and sent Paul and some of their other sharp-

ies traveling around the Roman Empire to sell the

“Think they’ll go for it, Chief?” one of them
asked doubtfully.

Sure enough, they sent out a bunch of new sales-

men, Wheeler method, who convinced the gentiles

that the first bunch of promoters had given, their

lives to make sure that everybody oh Earth, no mat-
ter how poor, would be rich when they went up to

join Big Jew and Little Jew in the sky. The Elders
even worked out a gorgeous hew suburb up there,

which they called Heaven.

“Town’s moving out that way all the time,”
said the Chief Rabbi. “We’re really giving the
gentiles a break.”

“Oh, you shouldn’t do that,” lisped his assistant.

“Sure, we can afford to be generous,” said the

Chief Rabbi. “The Gentiles give us all their earthly

possessions, and in return we give them the deed to

a choice lot in heaven.”

“Gee, Chief,” said his. assistant, “You’re the

most. It’s the best pitch I’ve ever heard. It's real

pie in the sky!”

Thanks to this trade-in deal, the Jews soon own-
ed all the real estate on earth. The Jewanity Corp-
oration built huge offices in every town, and these
splendid mansions were filled with crowds of emo-
tional gentiles, who chanted,

“Praise Big Jew from whom all blessings

flow 6

Down to us poor suckers here below.” +

I
Meanwhile, Big Jew and Little Jew were plenty

sore. Not only were they getting noth :ng out of the
deal, but Heaven was becoming filled with discon-

tented gentiles, who complained constantly about
ihe^oor^ostal^service'^leaky

-
sewersT'anll^theT'

characteristics of a poorly-planned suburb. t.

“Gosh,” said Little Jew, “Maybe I ought to go
down there and talk to Our People again?”

“Hell no!” exclaimed Big Jew. “We’re in

enough trouble now.”







OUR AMERICAN DESTINY

It is our American destiny to bring about the unity of the Whiteman's World. The life-

or-death threat of an aroused Asiatic world under the domination of Communism affords

the challenge which will close the ranks of the Whiteman's World in an earth-shaking

battle for survival*

We Whitemen of America can force world-history to take the pathway of our will—and
thus carry forward our destiny—only by holding to those values which have elevated us

to our present high place in history; chief dtjipng these values is the recognition that we
must play our role not merely as so-called hOman beings but as Whitemen, deeply con-

scious of our American destiny, >x

The Whitemen of the coon-skin cap ahdjorigbflb,' qncL the brave White warriors and '

womanfoik of the covered wagon days, who’ conquered and settled this great continent

of ours, were but carrying forward a mighty destiny. Our American destiny is, in a very

real sense, the entire Whiteman's destiny. It is&Or bound duty to carry- it onward into

the future. ' V *•“
- J;

In the days ahead, of heavy threats demanding heroic replies, our Whitefolk brothers

and sisters of distant lands will look to us for leadership. The Whiteman
;
bf Australia,

as he bravely stands at the most advanced western frontier of our White World, must

know that we are with him. The Whiteman of South ‘Africa, as he fights for survival in

the very heart of the black world, must know that his destiny is a part of our destiny.

Our deep consciousness of being Whitemen and Whitewomen is as old and primitive as

our hills. Forsake this precious bond and we will perish. With this thought in mind it is

obvious that we cannot step from nation-consciousness to world-consciousness over-

night. Whatever supra-historical consciousness we are able to create in the future, as a

quickening influence in the lives of our American Whitefolk, must be based upon, if it.

is to survive, our common-denominator consciousness of being Whitemen and White-

women.

' Geography and space must be pushed aside and the Whiteman must be viewed as a

living and breathing biological and spiritual organism, composed as a great Whiteman's

Community of individuals in agreement on the basic things, ever-expanding by procreation*



THE INKER ENEMY TODAY

Why does a White man hate his own kind, and why does he wish

to destroy his own kind by inter-marriage with non-Whites?

The answer Hres ~in our educationaT ^stem and "In 6ur"pdTi-

tical system, both of which are operated not only for the degrada-

tion of the White man, but for the degradation of all races to a

sub-human, animalistic level.

Our present-day educational system produces people who are

stripped of all race-pride and moral courage, and filled with self-

hatred and disgust. A twelve year course of carefully planned and

executed brainwashing in the public schools destroys inner pride

and self-identity. The products of this process enter into public,

adult life as racial zombies, able to fulfill a robot role in a

factory or office, but unable to exercise or live up to their

duties as White men and White women ... to bear the responsibili-

ties of maintaining and furthering Western Civilization.

The most vicious of these robots enter into our political

system. They welcome each new act of individual self-degradation

as a gadge of honor.

These parliamentary politicians hate Western Civilization,

because this means living up to and maintaining the standards

^above—and—beyond_^ln'dl^UuaIr_s'eTf^ln'tre“re's't~and greeds

When these ’democratic' politicians act to tear down the

last vestiges of our great Western Civilization, which has been

built at such cost by so many generations of White folk, a few of

us are incensed and outraged.

- k -



But most people accept as a matter of course the dictates

of these politicians; that our Civilization must be destroyed,

and that we, as a sort of half-negroids, must sink to a lower

form of existence, so represented by the squalid multi-racial

nations of Haiti and Brazil. This is called the * equalization

of living standards’.

But there, are, a small; minority .of us who -are still White

menl We are not robots . •• we have not been affected by the

brainwashing in the public schools . «. and we despise our

traitor-politicians

l

We, a historic few, say to this parliamentary scum ...

WE WILL FIGHT!

We are of the same stock as the -legions of Caesar, the

Vandals who sacked a degenerate Rome, and’ the sailors of Sir.

Francis Drake!
'

Well we know 'the role which history has. prepared for us.

Although i^e have been born into a moral and- spiritual
'

*, .i

squalor worse than' that of any nation in world history, we

arise from this filth to assert ourselves as White men!

Our enemies now are not Indians, -disease, or wild

beasts ... they are the mass of non-Whites, and by non-Whites

we mean all those who think and act as negroids even if they

have a whit© skin.
.

Nothing," can. s.aye>-.oun :Westerri, Civilization, except, .the

harshest measures against these non-Whites, by means of prop-

aganda and physical terror.

There can be no mercy for those who have abandoned

their own racial identity and traditions through self-corrup-

tion and individual greed.
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THE WHITE MAN'S REVOLUTION

Little Rock, Arkansas . . • Concord

Oxford, Mississippi ... Blanker Hill

Again, the American White man has asserted himself

against a foreign dictatorship whose occupation center is

Washington, D. C. This foreign control of our United States

of America began in 1933 with the anti-White regime of Franklin

D. Roosevelt. Using World War II to consolidate its power,

this- anti-White group .disguised by. ;the term 'liberal' has

now over-reached itself, by the passage of the so-called

'Civil Rights Bill'. This anti-White organization exhibits

two faces to the outside world ... the Democratic and Repub-

lican Parties. Commissar Eisenhower of the Republican Party,

used guns and bayonets against the White folk of Little Rock,

and Commissar Kennedy of the Democratic Party used guns and

bayonets against the White folk of Oxford. By doing this,

the mask of 'liberalism! lies the naked power of Jewish

Communism . . . determined to destroy the Western Civilization

of the' White.- man.
. .

This use of naked power against the White folk of

America is an open admission of defeat by the Soviet-style

Supreme Court, and the Federal Judiciary, both controlled by

anti-White Jews. This exercise of naked power means that the

Federal Government no longer represents the White folk of the

United States of America. Now, at last, the Federal Govern-

ment openly admits that it is a foreign occupation dictator-

ship using armed force to maintain its edicts and directives

upon the captive White citizens.

- 7 -



Communism
and

Race - Mixing
are JEWISH



THE WHITE MAN’S REVOLUTION IS NOW HERE!

As Samuel Adams did in 1775* this is more than a prelude!

Across America from New York City to Los Angeles, from

Minneapolis to New Orleans, Committees of Public Safety are

functioning to alert all White citizens. There is no longer

need for patience, nor for small, safe talk. The danger is

immediate I

The menace within is Jewish Communism with its absolute

control of the Federal Judiciary, Justice Department, and the

Armed Forces. The menace without is Russian and Chinese

Communism with tentacles of subversion in the State Depart-

ment, the national mediums of the radio, press and TV .

with penetration in depth in many educational systems from

the elementary grades to the State Universities.

The ’liberals' of today are the loyalists (traitors) of 1776!

A great danger to us is the use of the Panem Et Circenses

(bread and circuses) technique of the ’liberal’ propaganda

machinery.

Using direct force against us, combined with planned

distractions imposed on our White folk, these tyrants hope

to blunt the hatred against themselves. The press, radio,

and TV unendingly shift emphasis from our internal problems

to baseball
,
games,. Cuba, East Berlin, Viet Nam, etc.

Our task, as activists of the Committees of Public Safety,

is to apply constant and ever-increasing personal pressures

against these ’liberals’, traitors, and Jews.

Our views must be direct, positive, and leave no doubt

of our basic positions.

The stakes are our very lives ... the survival of our”

White folk!

THOSE WHO ARE NOT WITH US ARE AGAINST US!
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RACE NATIONALISM

The biopolitical foundation of the DEMOCRATIC NATIONALIST

PARTY is RACE NATIONALISM.

RACE NATIONALISM is the only alternative for Western Civi-
I

lization to both the slow death through degeneration by Jewish

•democracy 1
, and the quick death at the hands of Asiatic Communism.

The old ’nationalism' was racially indiscriminate, and ra-

cially destructive. Economic injustice resulted in class warfare

- and the spread of Communism. The Jewish Consensus became powerful

on both Finance Capitalism and the Communism it bred, for their
*

- only concern was the power which either system provided for them.

1

RACE NATIONALISM stands for the corporate social and economic wel-

fare of the Nation. It places the Nation above the class, special

-

1 interest group, and the individual in the spirit of 'all for the

Nation, and the Nation for all*. It believes in private ownership

within a framework of national regulation . • , this is social and

economic nationalism.

Its racialism is complementary to its social and economic

nationalism, by giving unity a foundation of kinship, binding man

to man with a blood connection, seeking the preservation and im-

provement of the racial heritage. It seeks the service of the

part In the greater service of the whole.

RACE NATIONALISM has no conflict between the interests of

the Nation and the Race. Instead, the interests of the one are

to be sought in the interests of the other.

We can look back to a racial unity pre-dating the division

and coagulation into nation-states in order to acquire the vision

to look forward to a community of brother-states in the future.
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THE SAM ADAMS COMMITTEE OP PUBLIC SAFETY

Patriotic Political Action
of the

DEMOCRATIC NATIONALIST PARTY

This year must be the year of political counter-attack against

the insidious forces of diversion and subversion within our midst.

THE SAM ADAMS COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC SAFETY has been founded to

reassert the political functioning of the White folk majority within

our United States of America.

Since the turn of the century, our American political scene

has been dominated by various factions and self-interested minority

pressure groups whose goals have generally not included the pro-

motion of the general welfare and the survival of the Nation.

This has produced an intolerable political situation within,

and an impossible foreign posture without, our United States of

America.

The fragmentation of our American political life by Trotsky-

type politicians of both the Democratic and Republican Parties is

directly responsible for the continuing victory of International

Communism.

There is only ONE SOLUTION ... rebuild the political organi-

zation of the ineffective White folk majority, and concentrate its

united will upon the political questions of the day.

THE SAM ADAMS COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC SAFETY will attack the
-f

local Trotsky-type politicians of both the Democratic and Repub-

lican Parties.

It will conduct a campaign of propaganda and physical terror

against the guilty individuals and their associates.
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It will drive these traitors from public office, and

reduce them to a position where suicide -will be the only sal-

vation for their crimes against their own society, their own

people, and their own Civilization.

It will organize public meetings, publish hard-hitting

exposes of the minority diverters and subverters in our midst,

issue directives to its members and affiliates with reference

to specific issues and problems, and will directly sponsor in-

dividual candidates for any and all public offices.

THE SAM ADAMS COMMITTEE OP PUBLIC SAFETY will pre-select

the candidates for public offices so that the individual voter-

member of the White folk majority will be able to make a posi-

tive decision at the polls.

It will aim at the complete control of the status -making

machinery within our local society.

The Executive Committee will assign a speaker to appear

before your group for detailed exposition of our plans and

methods, at no obligation, and in complete confidence.

WRITE TODAY ...

DNP

THE SAM ADAMS COMMITTEE OP PUBLIC SAFETY

-M-.—Neisen-j—Se-e-re-t-a-ry

P.0. Box 1785

Chicago 90, 111.

REMEMBER ... YOUR UNIFORM IS THE COLOR —
—OF YOUR SKIN!
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